Subject: Extension of re-issuance of RCMC

Dear exporter,

This has reference to the Public Notice no. APEDA/REGN/IMP/01/2010-11 dated 20/07/2010 issued in the leading newspapers on 6th August 2010 in all India publications regarding re-issuance of Registration cum Membership Certificate (RCMC). All the existing APEDA registered members having RCMC with out any validity date were notified to surrender their existing certificate within a period of 90 days to get a new RCMC with validity date without any fee.

After completion of 90 days period, APEDA has not received your request for re-issuance of RCMC therefore; you are once again informed to submit your original RCMC along with amendment letters, if any, issued from APEDA, a copy of IEC and a copy of valid manufacturing proof issued from the concerned authority (in case of Manufacturer exporters) so that the RCMC can be re-issued with validity date.

Please note that all the existing registration certificates, wherein no validity has been specified, will be invalid hereafter. To avoid cancellation of RCMC, all those exporters having RCMC without validity date will have to submit the existing RCMC within a period of 90 days of this letter to obtain a new certificate; otherwise it will be assumed that the exporter is not in export business of APEDA products.

Man Prakash Vijay
Assistant General Manager APEDA
Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority (APEDA)  
(Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India)  
3rd Floor, NCUI Building,  
3, Siri Institutional Area,  
August Kranti Marg,  
Hauz Khas, New Delhi - 110016.  
Public Notice No.: REGN/IMP/01/2010-11  
Dated: 20.07.2010  
Subject: Re issuance of Registration cum Membership Certificate (RCMC)  

In exercise of the powers conferred under section 20 of APEDA Act by the Central Government, APEDA hereby makes the following amendments/ corrections in its Registration Certificate:

1. All existing APEDA registered members having RCMC without validity are hereby notified to surrender their existing certificate within a period of 90 days from the date of publication of this ad to enable APEDA to issue a new certificate with validity for five years. In case of Manufacturer exporter, validity of the certificate will be based on the validity of license issued for manufacturing of the particular product(s) by the concerned authority. The certificate is however renewable for five years without fee. Manufacturer exporter will have to produce copy of valid Manufacturer License for issue of new certificate.

2. All the existing registration certificates, wherein no validity has been specified, will be invalid from 15th November 2010.

3. To avoid cancellation of Registration Certificate, all those exporters having RCMC without validity date will have to submit the existing APEDA certificate within a period of 90 days to obtain new certificate, otherwise it will be assumed that the exporter is not in exports of APEDA products.

Date of Publication : 06.08.2010